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NOTES AND PRECAUTIONS 

 

 The controller must be installed by competent people who possess the suitable training and cards for 

the installation of elevator controllers; 

 The controller’s power supply must come from a disconnect switch supplied by others. The fuses 

value must respect the electrical code; 

 It is necessary to install a separate conductive element to ground the controller in the mechanical 

room. To know the size of the conductive element, check the electrical code. An indirect grounding 

(e.g. water pipes) may cause intermittent troubles and electrical noises may occur; 

 Please note the controller comes with a one (1) year warranty, effective on the day of billing. An 

improper use of the controller, an incorrect connection or the disregard of the user’s manual may void 

the warranty. Also note that only the components are covered by the warranty; 

 In case of an incorrect connection, the controller is protected by TVS which can short-circuit. Verify 

the functioning and replace them if needed. 

 Allow enough space between the resistor bank, located on top of the controller, and the machine room 

ceiling for the dynamic braking resistor which may be from 4,000 to 30,000 watts (refer to drawings). 

 

Operating conditions: 

 The 3 phases entry voltage may vary by more or less 10 %; 

 A 60HZ frequency is standard, a 50HZ frequency is available on special order; 

 The operating temperature ranges from 0 to 45°C; 

 The relative humidity is 95 %; 

 Do not install the NEMA 1 standard enclosure in a dusty environment or where there is risk of water 

infiltration. Other types of enclosures are available upon request (NEMA 4, 12 etc.); 

 Please contact Automatisation JRT Inc. if the motor is installed 50 ft.  away or more from the 

controller; 

 

  



 

General information: 

JDW-1001 series controllers were developed for a quick and easy installation and operation. The 

controllers have functions of internal self-diagnosis, which allow easy maintenance.  

Thus, it is very important to thoroughly read the manual for a quick and secure installation. Please 

note that this controller cannot operate without an encoder. 

 ASME A17.1-2007/CSA B44-07 Safety code compliant 

 CAN/CSA-B44.1/ASME 17.5 compliant 

 CSA compliant. 

  



 

1. TEMPORARY START-UP : 

A. Install junctions between the following terminals : 

Note : Do not forget to remove the junction when the switch is finally installed. 

 «J0» and «J6» (Bypass for the security line). 

 «J6» and «PP» (Hall doors and car door closed). 

 «PP» and «R» (Hall doors locked). 

 «UP» and «UP1» (LNH Top normal limit). 

 «DW» and «DW1» (LNB Bottom normal limit). 

Controller at 208-240-600 volts : 

Connect the main power supply with the main disconnect switch, as indicated in the 

drawings. 

On initial connection, remove the 3 fuses and measure the voltage. 

B. Measure : 

 Controller voltage supply (see schematic). 

 120 volts AC between «PM1» and «N». 

C. Proceed to variable speed drive adjustments. (If requires see section 4) 

 

 

2. FINAL START-UP : 

A. Perform the adjustments of the selector tape (See section 3) 

B. Perform the optimal calibration of the variable speed drive and the final speed, 
acceleration and deceleration. (If required see section 4). 

  



 

3. OPERATING PRINCIPLE FOR CABIN ZONING AND LEVELING : 

3.1. CLADDAGH SELECTOR TAPE MODEL IP8300 (ZONING PULSES WITH 
MAGNETS): 

The installation of a selector tape replaces the magnetic switches in the shaft, the cam on 

top of the car and magnetic switches for the leveling and door zone. 

A metal tape is installed inside the elevator well and consists of these three (3) rows of 

magnets. 

LU: Up levelling 

LD: Down levelling 

DZO: Door zone 

BZ: Bottom landing 

TZ: Upper landing 

2Z, 3Z, 4Z…: Intermediate 

The magnets detectors inside the magnetic head, on top of the car, are mobile. It is possible 

to move them for a better fit. For example, adjust the leveling by moving the sensor LU-LD 

and not by cutting the magnets on the tape. 

 

 

 Leveling (8in. magnets): Physically and with great accuracy, place the cabin even to the 

floor. Install the magnet on the tape as DZO1 and DZB detectors are activated and not LU 

and LD. Make sur LU-LD is well centered. 

Subsequently, the positioning of the magnets to other levels, proceed as described above or as 

follows: First, place the magnet 8in. (leveling) by doing as described above at the first point. 



 

After, install magnets BZ, 2Z, 3Z... Those magnets initiate the slowdown. The slowdown has to be 

initiate 6in per each 25fpm. For a 50fpm contract speed, the zone sensor 2Z, for example, need to 

be 24in. and install center in the sensor. Another example, for a 25fpm contract speed, the bottom 

floor sensor BZ has to be activated 6in before the floor (refer to drawings).   

 

Installation of Claddagh selector tape model IP8300 : 

 

 

  



 

4. START-UP OF THE CONTROL TECHNIQUE DRIVE M200 : 

4.1. CONNECTIONS: 

4.1.1. Motor connections: 

Connect the 3 motor phases on the terminals or on the power switch, T1, 

T2 and T3 on the control enclosure. 

Refer to motor nameplate for connections according to the operating voltage. 

4.2.  Drive’s functionning: 

4.2.1. Drive keyboard operation: 

 

(1) The Enter button is used to enter parameter view or edit mode, or to 

accept a parameter edit.  

(2 / 5) The Navigation keys can be used to select individual parameters 

or to edit parameter values.  

(3) The Stop / Reset key is used to stop and reset the drive in keypad 

mode. It can also be used to reset the drive in terminal mode.  

(4) The Start key is used to start the drive in keypad mode.  

(6) The Escape key is used to exit from the parameter edit / view mode. 

  



 

4.2.2. Modifying a drive parameter: 

 



 

4.2.3. Accessing the error messages list: 

Parameter 00.002 shows the last alarm on the drive. See section 6 of the 

drive’s manual. 

To erase faults : 

The drive resets 3 times in a 5 minutes span. If the problem remains, power 

must be removed from it. 

Then press the red button «Stop/Reset» 

For a complete faults description, see the User manual of COMMANDER M200 

drive user’s manual. 

4.2.4. Drive parameter backup: 

 

 

4.3. PROGRAMMING THE MOTOR PARAMETERS: 

If the motor parameter were provided to Automatisation JRT inc., this section will have been 

programmed at the factory. However it is strongly recommended to check those parameters 

on site. 

4.3.1. Motor parameters: 

  The following parameters are obtained from the motor nameplate: 

00.047  NUMBER OF MOTOR POLES:  

This parameter contains the number of motor poles 

Number of poles = 120 Degrees X frequency Hz = 120 degrees X 60Hz = 6 poles 

 RPM Motor 1200 

00.048 MOTOR RATED SPEED:  

This parameter is the motor rated RPM (coming from the nameplate) (example: 

1725 rpm). 



 

00.049 MOTOR RATED VOLTAGE:  

This parameter contains the motor voltage (example: 230V). 

00.050 MOTOR RATED CURRENT:  

This parameter contains the motor current indicated on the motor nameplate or on the 

data sheet given by the motor supplier (example: 6.6A). 

00.019 MAXIMUM REFERENCE CLAMP:  

Used to set the maximum speed at which the motor will run in both directions. 

(Exemple : 60Hz)  

4.4. PROGRAMMING MOTOR «AUTOTUNE» : 

 00.045 AUTOTUNE WITHOUT ROTATION : 

 Put 1 in the parameter 00.045, use a jumper between «PM1» and «UP» to go in up direction or 

between «PM1» and «DW» to go in down direction. When the motor will me powered on, the 

drive frequency will show «Tune» while auto-tune is running and will show «0» when auto-

tuning will be complete. Save the parameters. 

4.5. SPEED, ACCELERATION/DECELERATION PARAMETERS: 

4.5.1. Programming of the operational speeds: 

Connect all the signals needed to be able to move the elevator. 

   Change the desired speed according to the following: 

Parameters Description Value  

00.020 Preset speed 1 : leveling speed  20Hz BR not activated 

00.021 Preset speed 2 : Contract speed 

60Hz 

PS1 = activated 

 

4.5.2. Acceleration/Deceleration and S-ramp: 

Every speed must be correctly programmed before making any adjustments to the 

accelerations and decelerations. 

The acceleration/deceleration parameter units are in second (s) or in s²/100 HZ. Adjust 

the acceleration/deceleration according to the table below: 

Parameters Description Value and explication 

00.034 Acceleration rate 1 : use for all « preset 

speed » 1,5s 

00.035 Deceleration rate 1 : use for all « preset 

speed » 

Only if the controller have a 

1,5 s 



 

deceleration. 

00.028 S ramp acceleration limit 1.0 s²/100Hz: generally between 

0.25 and 3 per 0.25 or 0.5 

according to the desired comfort.An 

higher value will result in a 

smoother acceleration and 

deceleration. Smoother the 

acceleration and deceleration speed 

is, longer the acceleration and 

deceleration distance. 

 

4.6. DELAY PROGRAMMING BEFORE BRAKE OPENING: 

This parameter (12.046) is the time before brake opening (Pre-brake release delay). The delay is the 

time to build the motor electrical field before brake opening on start command. Default value is 0 sec. 

Delay must be long enough to be sure the brake did not make any friction when the drive will 

accelerate the car and to make brake dragging ‘friction’ on start to hide and reduce the rolling back. 

4.7. ELEVATOR IS NOT MOVING THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY 

 If the drive is not able to move the maximum capacity, check the following parameters: 

4.7.1. Verification of the symmetrical current limit of the drive: 

These parameters (00.005 and 00.006) can be raised. 

Do not exceed 250% 

4.7.2. Slip motor adjustment: 

Verify the parameter value of 00.012 (current magnitude) at the start of the elevator. If 

the value exceeds the maximum of the speed, 00.048 parameter must be readjusted 

(motor rated full load RPM). The parameter should normally be adjusted to the motor 

nameplate value such as 1725 RPM to 1775 RPM engine. In some applications, this 

value should be slightly increased or decreased for ultimate performance. Do the testing 

by helping to increase 5 RPM and the 00.012 value of the start of the elevator. If the 

value declines, further reduce the value by 2RPM until the start of the elevator. If no 

change happened, test again and reduce the value by 5 RPM. 

If the value of the programmed slip frequency does not correspond to the motor, it 

will not develop enough torque to get the elevator to go up and down with a full 

charge at low speed. 

ATTENTION 

If the slip frequency is too high, the current exit of the variator will be too high even 

if the motor runs well. If the current stays under the nominal current of the motor 

for more than 3 ampere when the cab is empty at high speed, reduce the slip 

frequency. The current should go back below the nominal current at high speed. 

 



 

4.7.3. Power factor adjustment: 

If the drive goes in fault during the acceleration or does not have torque, decrease the 

value of parameter 05.010 (power factor). This parameter correspond to the power 

factor of the motor (see the motor nameplate), this means at the phase difference 

between the motor tension and the current of the motor. The default value is 0.85, but in 

some situation this value will need to be slightly increased or decreased for ultimate 

performance. This value must range between 0.6 and 0.85. 

 

Please take note that 00.012 parameter (current magnitude) is your guide if the 

maximum value is achieved without movement or the maximum speed is not 

reached you must adjust the parameters mentioned above.   

 


